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Current particle number (PN) emission limits set by regulation, involve counted particles with a dimension >23
nm. The measurement procedure is specified and involves the dilution of the exhaust gas in a so-called constant
volume sampling (CVS) device. Research efforts are concentrating in the further development of existing mea
surement techniques in order to capture smaller particles down to 10 nm, given their higher health threatening
potential.
In the present study, six state of art, Euro 6, gasoline vehicles and in addition, one compressed natural gas
(CNG) light duty vehicle, have been measured on the chassis dynamometer during different test cycles. Three
particle sampling lines have been used, two in parallel at the CVS, counting particles >23 nm and 10 nm, and a
third one directly at the tailpipe of the vehicle. The results allow a detailed evaluation of the emitted PNs. In
addition, differences in the emissions patterns of the direct fuel injection (DI) and multi point port injection
(MPI) gasoline vehicles could be identified. During cold starts, particles have been separated in distinctive size
classes in order to obtain relevant number-size distributions.
Counting particles >10 nm resulted in roughly doubling the PN emissions in respect to those when counting
particles >23 nm. This relation holds for all examined driving cycles. PNs measured at the CVS where signifi
cantly higher than at the tailpipe, especially when capturing also the smaller particles. The CVS could be
identified contributing to the increase of the registered particle numbers during cycle parts with no or very low
engine particle emissions.
Lowest PN emissions have been measured in combination with the CNG vehicle. The differences between DI
and MPI gasoline vehicles have been significantly lower than expected from previous studies. While the MPI
gasoline vehicles have been identified to emit more PN during cold start, the DI vehicles emit larger numbers
during high engine loads. During cold starts, higher emissions of smallest particles have been evident.
The increased rated power to displacement ratio of modern engines, based on the current “downsizing” trend,
shows a good correlation with the PN emissions.

1. Introduction
In recent years, legislation introduced particle number (PN) emission
limits for diesel vehicles (light duty vehicles since 2011, heavy duty
vehicles since 2014). The major effect, was the wide implementation of
diesel particle filters (DPFs) in practically all new diesel vehicles. In
parallel, several research investigations [1–4] reported high PN

emissions of gasoline vehicles, in particular those utilizing direct injec
tion (DI) for the fuel introduction in the combustion chamber. The more
conventional multi point port injection (MPI) engines had been reported
to have significantly lower PN emissions. A limit for the PN emissions of
DI gasolines was introduced, effective from 2014. The PN limit though
was higher than for diesel vehicles and only after September 2017,
diesels and DI gasolines have to respect identical limits.

Abbreviations: CNG, Compressed natural gas; CPC, Condensation particle counter; CS, Catalytic stripper; CVS, Constant volume sampling; DI, Direct injection;
DPF, Diesel particle filter; ECE, Economic commission for Europe, Urban driving cycle; ELPI, Electrical low pressure impactor; ET, Evaporation tube; EUDC, Extraurban driving cycle; FMPS, Fast mobility particle sizer; GPF, Gasoline particle filter; IUFC, INRETS urbain fluide court cycle; MPI, Multi point port injection; NEDC,
New European driving cycle; PDR, Power to displacement ratio; PEMS, Portable emissions measurement system; PFI, Port fuel injection; PMP, Particle measurement
programme; PN, Particle number; PNC, Particle number counter; TWC, Three-way catalyst; VPR, Volatile particle remover; WLTC, Worldwide harmonized light
vehicles test cycle.
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Under these premises gasoline engine development followed several
paths: On the one hand, focusing on the reduction of combustion particle
formation has been pursued by tuning available combustion parameters,
with most recent examples from Lee et al. and Yu et al. [5,6]. On the
other hand, introducing a gasoline particulate filter (GPF), as most
recently described by Ko et al. [7]. In parallel, the reduction of green
house gas emissions came into focus. Aiming for high efficiency lead to
“downsizing” gasoline engines, i.e. to turbocharged engines with lower
displacement and thus higher rated power per displacement ratios
(PDRs). New DI and MPI gasoline engines followed this trend.
Also CNG (compressed natural gas) as a fuel for spark ignited engines
has increased interest, because of its potential for greenhouse gas
emission reduction. CNG is considered as a fuel with low particle for
mation properties, however, Alanen et al. reported a significant ultrafine
particle formation and emission [8].
In general, the particles in the exhaust are considered to exhibit a trimodal number distribution characterized by the nucleation mode (20
nm), containing volatiles, droplets and smaller solid agglomerates, the
accumulation mode (70 nm), consisting mainly of the solid agglomer
ates (soot) and condensed volatiles, and the coarse mode (500–1000
nm), consisting of larger agglomerates also formed during the path
travelled by the exhaust, [4]. Most particles, by mass, reside in the
accumulation mode, while by number sometimes the nucleation mode
can dominate [9]. The forming and magnitude of a nucleation mode is
depending on a series of engine, fuel and measurement/sampling pa
rameters [3,4]. In order to avoid the variability of the nucleation mode,
the European legislation introduced a PN measurement method based
on the thermal pretreatment of the aerosol for measuring only the nonvolatile fraction of the accumulation mode. This is achieved by passing
the exhaust gas through a volatile particle remover (VPR) upstream the
particle counter as well as by tuning the sensitivity of the particle
counter accordingly. Thus, the particle number counters (PNC) to be
used are counting 50% (cut-off size, 50%) of particles at 23 nm and >
90% at 41 nm, resulting in the possibility of solid particles, smaller than
23 nm, not being detected.
Morphological particle properties (size, shape, surface area, internal
structure) of DI gasoline engines have been investigated by a limited
number of studies. Barone et al. showed that primary particles were
distributed in a range of 7 to 60 nm in diameter [10] which turned out to
be somewhat wider than the size range of diesel particulates [11–14].
Gaddam et al. reported a narrower range (16–23 nm) [15]. In detailed
TEM based investigations, Liati et al. reported primary particles between
4 and 55 nm in diameter, the majority being < 20 nm, while sub 20 nm
particles have been more abundant during the more dynamic Worldwide
harmonized light vehicles test cycle (WLTC) [14,16]. Monodisperse
agglomerates comprising of very small (<20 nm), small (~25 nm) and
larger (>35 nm) primary particles have been documented forming
polydisperse but also monodisperse agglomerates. Most probably,
polydisperse agglomerates consisted of particles formed during different
operating conditions and later agglomerating in the exhaust duct. Liati
et al. identified the cold start phase being the source of the larger pri
mary particles [14]. All particles examined, however, exhibited lower
degrees of crystallinity in respect to particles from diesel engines indi
cating higher reactivity. These results have been confirmed by direct
measurements of the PN and size distribution by a series of in
vestigations, the main results are accurately summarized by Giechaskiel
et al. [3,4,17]. In addition, a number of recent studies, showing signif
icant concentrations of particles < 23 nm, was summarized [3,4,17].
These particles are considered to be either metals from the lubricant,
additives in the fuel or soot particles (heavy molecular hydrocarbons)
formed in the combustion chamber. Based on measurements of the sub
23 nm fraction, the percentage of particles < 23 nm is around 20% for
diesel vehicles and 30–60% for gasoline DIs, and low ambient temper
atures (− 7 ◦ C) increase these percentages [4]. The measurement of the
particle emissions of a CNG vehicle has underlined the importance of
including ultrafine particles: the emission of particles of bigger sizes was

low, while the ultrafine particles have been found to be significant [8]. A
more recent investigation showed, that particles below 23 nm account
for around 20% of the entire particle emissions (for LPG and CNG ve
hicles) [18].
Currently, it is widely accepted that PN measurements should be
extended in order to include also particles down to 10 nm. In a series of
investigations, Giechaskiel et al. assessed the influence of the PN counter
tuning as well as the influence of the VPR on the measured sub 23 nm
particles [17]. Changing the sensitivity of the PNCs for measuring par
ticles up to 10 nm was found feasible; the influence of the VPR however,
was significantly more complex. Losses inside the VPRs increase with
decreasing particle sizes while pyrolysis and/or charring of semivolatiles in the VPRs may lead to the formation of a solid nucleation
mode artifact, i.e. hydrocarbons will be counted as solid particles. In
addition, incomplete evaporation and re-nucleation of sulfuric acid may
bias measurement results. In a recent investigation Giechaskiel et al.
described in detail differences in PN emission measurements at the
constant volume sampling (CVS) tunnel and the exhaust [19]. The
problem became apparent after the light-duty vehicle reglementation
was supplemented with on-road measurements using a Portable Emis
sions Measurement System (PEMS). The measurements were carried out
stationary with identical PMP (particle measurement programme)
compliant systems and two size ranges (>10 nm and > 23 nm) simul
taneously at the exhaust and the CVS tunnel. The differences found for
both size ranges were small (<15%), except for the cold start (up to
35%). In addition, a shift to larger particles from tailpipe to the CVS
tunnel was found. The influence of the VPR on the measured particle
emissions of a gasoline vehicle was also investigated by Ko et al. [7]. In
this study the effect of a GPF (gasoline particle filter) and its emission
reduction potential was also in focus.
The particulate emissions of modern SI vehicles with MPI have been
shown to be significant by Czerwinski et al. [20]. In an extreme case, the
PN-emissions were even in the range of Diesel vehicles (without DPF). It
was also shown that the implementation of Gasoline Particle Filter (GPF)
can reduce the particulate emissions below the current limits. In addi
tion, it has been reported that with a catalytically coated DPF, not only
particles but also CO, HC, NH3 and HCHO emission have been reduced.
In parallel though, the GPF seemed to have a positive correlation with
the emitted polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons [X + 1]. A broad intro
duction of GPFs is expected to mitigate significantly PN emissions from
gasolines. However, currently only DI gasoline vehicles are subjected to
legislative particle emission limits. In relation to Czerwinski et al.,
Muñoz et al. assert, that MPI gasoline vehicles should have regulated
particle limits [20,21].
The present study aims in providing a contribution towards all these
open points. Seven state of art, Euro 6 light duty vehicles have been
measured on the chassis dynamometer during the NEDC (New European
driving cycle), WLTC (Worldwide harmonized light vehicles test cycle)
and IUFC (INRETS urbain fluide court cycle). This sample group con
sisted of one CNG and six gasoline vehicles. Three particle sampling lines
have been used, two in parallel at the CVS counting > 23 nm and > 10
nm particles, and a third one directly at the tailpipe. The results allow a
detailed evaluation of the emitted PNs > 23 nm and > 10 nm. In addi
tion, differences in the emission patterns of the DI and MPI gasoline
vehicles could be quantified. A comparison to the PN emissions of older
Euro 4 vehicles on the identical chassis dynamometer is also presented.
During cold starts, particles have been separated in distinctive size
classes in order to obtain relevant number-size distributions.
2. Methodology
2.1. Experimental setup
The vehicles have been examined on the chassis dynamometer of
Empas laboratory. Exhaust from the tailpipe was collected and lead
through a CVS (constant volume sampling) tunnel. Downstream the
2
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CVS, a PMP compliant particle counting system, comprising of VPR
(volatile particle remover) and a condensation particle counter (CPC)
with a sensitivity for counting 50% of the particles with a size of 23 nm
(Fig. 1, system Empa VPR1 PMP), was installed. The VPR of this system
was an evaporation tube (ET) operated at a temperature of 350 ◦ C.
An additional counting system (Fig. 1, system: AVL 498-cs) with a
counting efficiency of 50% of 10 nm particles was connected with a
flow-splitter in parallel to the PMP compliant counting system. The
system from AVL was specially developed for sub 23 nm particle
counting and was equipped with an integrated Catalytic Stripper (CS) as
a VPR. The CS removes the volatile particles more efficiently, but has
also higher solid particle losses [22].
At the tailpipe a third (Empa, VPR2), counting system was directly
connected, in order to assess the influence of the CVS. The
CPC at this sampling location had a counting efficiency of 50% for
10 nm particles. For additional information on the transient PN size
distribution a fast mobility particle sizer (FMPS, from TSI) was con
nected in parallel to the CPC of the third counting system. The particle
size spectrum, measured at the FMPS, was separated in three size classes,
ultrafine (10.8–22 nm), fine (25–70 nm) and coarse (81–523 nm). This
size class separation was considered as reasonable and accepted as a
result only if the sum of the three classes resulted in particulate numbers
approximately equal to those measured by the parallel CPC. As a
quantification limit for the FMPS, a PN of 4 × 109 /s was considered as
reliable. Lower values have not been taken into account. Because of this
limitation, PNs measured in the size class of 10.8–22 nm were not al
ways complete and the trends not always plausible.
In addition, two different electrostatic particle sampling systems
were connected downstream of a heated dilution tube which in turn was
connected to the tail pipe. One of them was a total particle sampler and
the other a combination of an electrical low pressure impactor (ELPI)
and an electrostatic sampling system as described by Liati et al. [16].
With this configuration, the second system samples particles in the range
of the ELPI back-up stage (up to < 30 nm). To increase the number of
charged particles the ion trap of the ELPI was not in operation [23].

been borrowed for the measurements from their regular users. They
were newer than 7 years, were equipped with a three-way catalyst
(TWC) as exhaust after treatment and had <100′ 000 km total driven
range. Prior to the measurements, the vehicles have been technically
examined and no defects have been found. The rated PDR (power to
displacement ratio) of the vehicles’ engines was one of the criteria for
their selection. Vehicle PB6-01 had an engine with a very high rated
PDR, in the range of engines for racing vehicles. Vehicles PB6(02–04)
had high PDR resembling the current trend of downsized engines for
achieving high energetic efficiency and low fuel consumption. Vehicles
PB6-05 and PB6-06 had engines of only moderate PDR, typical for
conventional gasoline powertrains.
Table 1 summarizes the main technical characteristics of the exam
ined vehicles. None of the measured vehicles was equipped with a GPF
(gasoline particle filter). An additional distinction is the fuel injection
system. Some of the gasoline engines had DI (direct fuel injection) in the
cylinder, while the others had a more conventional MPI (multi point port
injection). The DI gasoline engines are known to have higher particle
emissions than the MPIs [2]. In addition, CNG vehicles are expected to
have the lowest particle emissions, given that the gaseous fuel is less
prone to form dense fuel films on walls in and around the cylinders. The
CNG engine used in this study was equipped with a multi point injection
in the manifold.
2.3. Driving cycles
The vehicles have been tested, using different international estab
lished driving cycles. Every vehicle was examined during the old, NEDC
(new European driving cycle), and the new certification, WLTC
(Worldwide harmonized light vehicles test cycle). For cold start analysis,
the IUFC (INRETS urbain fluide court cycle) was applied. The driving
cycle velocity profiles, with specific indication of each cycle phase, are
shown in the following graphs (Figs. 2–4).
A cold start cycle (First parts in Figs. 2–4) is started with a cold en
gine having the ambient temperature, meaning it can be performed at
different temperatures. In this study the cold start cycles have been
performed at 23 ◦ C. The emissions of each vehicle were measured once
for every driving cycle.

2.2. Examined vehicles
One CNG (compressed natural gas) and six gasoline vehicles have
been examined in this study, all of them certified according to Euro 6b
regulations. These vehicles were all serial production vehicles and have

Fig. 1. Schematic of the measurement setup for the PN measurements.
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Table 1
Specifications of the examined vehicles.
Vehicle label

PB6-01

PB6-02

PB6-03

PB6-04

PB6-05

PB6-06

PCNG6-01

Fuel type
European emission limit standard
Power to displacement ratio (PDR)
Fuel injection system
Exhaust after treatment

Gasoline
Euro 6b
111.4 kW/l
Direct Inj.
TWC

Gasoline
Euro 6b
90.1 kW/l
Direct Inj.
TWC

Gasoline
Euro 6b
91.4 kW/l
Multi Point Inj.
TWC

Gasoline
Euro 6b
88.0 kW/l
Multi Point Inj.
TWC

Gasoline
Euro 6b
73.4 kW/l
Multi Point Inj.
TWC

Gasoline
Euro 6b
55.5 kW/l
Multi Inj.
TWC

CNG
Euro 6b
58.1 kW/l
Multi Point Inj.
TWC

NEDC
140

IUFC
70

EUDC

120

50 km/h x 190 s

60

100

50

80

40

ECE

60

30

40

20

20

10

0

0

Fig. 2. NEDC, new European driving cycle, including a cold start at 23 ◦ C.
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Fig. 4. IUFC, INRETS urbain fluide court cycle, a suitable cycle for studying
cold start emissions.
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Fig. 3. WLTC, Worldwide harmonized light duty test cycle, including a cold
start at 23 ◦ C.

Fig. 5. Average PN emissions of the gasoline vehicles, measured by the three
different sampling systems during the NEDC, with indication of minimum and
maximum measured emissions.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Comparison of PN emissions with detected particle sizes > 10 nm
and > 23 nm

All vehicles respect the Euro 6b emission limit, even when particles
>10 nm are measured. After all, the vehicles have been homologated
according to this limit. In parallel, average PN emissions are close to the
Euro 6c limit with only two of the vehicles clearly exceeding it. Based on
the established PN measurement system, detecting particles > 23 nm
downstream the CVS, the average Euro 6 gasoline vehicle emits 5.5 ×
1011 /km particles at the NEDC, including a cold start (at 23 ◦ C).
However, highest PN emissions have been measured in the first part of
the cycle (the ECE) and are due to the cold start (analysis in more detail

Fig. 5 shows the emissions of the tested gasoline vehicles at the
different parts (ECE, Urban driving cycle and EUDC, Extra-urban driving
cycle), as well as the entire NEDC, acquired in parallel by two different
sampling lines downstream the CVS (CVS > 10 nm and CVS > 23 nm)
and one at the tail pipe (Tail pipe > 10 nm). In addition, the Euro 6b (6
× 1012 /km), 6c and 6d (6 × 1011 /km) PN emission limits are marked.
4
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in Subsection 3.5). The PN counted by the second system (CVS > 10 nm)
has been roughly twice as high in respect to counting the particles bigger
than 23 nm in the same location, after the CVS. Interestingly, counting
particles > 10 nm at the tailpipe resulted in the lowest PNs. This raises
the question whether the higher PNs downstream the CVS (in respect to
the tailpipe measurements) are emitted by the engine or whether they
have been in the CVS from previous measurements (a CVS artefact).
Some additional arguments in this point follow in the discussion in
Subsection 3.2.
The NEDC was the prescribed cycle for the homologation of the
measured vehicles. In the meantime, it is replaced by the WLTC, being
more representative for everyday driving. The PN emissions over this
cycle are shown in Fig. 6. The average Euro 6 gasoline vehicle is emitting
1.6 times more particles over the WLTC in respect to the NEDC. Inter
estingly, all other relations, as reported for the NEDC, are also holding
for the WLTC:

100

1.0E+10

speed [km/h]

Particle emissions [1/s]

150
1.0E+12

50

1.0E+8
1.0E+6

0

50

CPC CVS >23nm MPI
CPC CVS >10nm MPI

100
time [s]

150

200

0

CPC Tail pipe >10nm MPI
v Dyno [km/h]

Fig. 7. PN emissions one gasoline MPI vehicle as measured by the three
different sampling systems during the NEDC.

effects of the CVS or to gas run time differences from the different
sampling locations to the instruments. The longer time between the
emission and the detection leads to the possibility of agglomeration ef
fects of very small particles, forming detectable particles of > 10 nm
inside and after the CVS. In addition, Fig. 7 shows that high PNs after the
CVS, in the intervals where these are expected to have decreased, are
more pronounced for the sampling of particles > 10 nm. It is worth
raising the issue, whether sampling at the CVS is appropriate when
counting smallest particle sizes. This point has also been mentioned
recently by Giechaskiel et al. [19].

• PNs counted at the CVS with particles >10 nm are roughly two times
higher than PNs including particles >23 nm at the same location.
• PNs at the tailpipe (even > 10 nm) are lower than at the CVS
• Highest particle emissions are measured at the first cycle part
including the cold start.
3.2. Influence of the PN sampling location
The PNs with a size > 10 nm counted at the CVS are 2.5 times higher
in respect to the PNs detected at the tailpipe with > 10 nm, for the NEDC
(3.74 × 1011 /km) and the WLTC (6.34 × 1011 /km).
Within the experimental setup, the PNs measured directly at the
tailpipe are in general the lowest. These observations evidence that the
CVS and associated transfer pipes maybe sources of additional small
particles, which are not attributable to the engine. The high PNs after the
CVS can be effects of a particle formation during the flow through the
CVS. A more detailed analysis of individual vehicle measurements
revealed a delayed decline of PNs for both CVS located systems in
respect to the tailpipe system in cycle phases with fuel cut-off, where
actually the PN emissions are expected to decline sharply. Fig. 7 shows a
example of this behavior of the measured PNs during the NEDC of a MPI
gasoline vehicles with the corresponding driving speed (v Dyno). The
difference in particle emissions between the sampling point at the CVS
and the one at the tailpipe during fuel cut-off phases is marked.
These discrepancies can be attributed either to storage and release

3.3. Comparisons of PN emissions of Euro 4 and Euro 6 gasoline vehicles
Using data from a previous, own, study on Euro 4 vehicle particle
emissions, [2] a comparison to the corresponding emissions of the
modern Euro 6 vehicles can be obtained. The Euro 4 emissions shown in
Fig. 8, were measured at the CVS tunnel with a CPC, counting all par
ticles > 7 nm. Thus, the only acceptable comparison of Euro 6 particle
emissions to these results, is based on the particle emissions measured

Fig. 8. Comparison of average NEDC PN emissions of Euro 4 [2] and Euro 6
gasoline vehicles. The bars show the average PN emissions of all tested vehicles
of different injection types, while the minimum and maximum measured
emissions were in the given variation range.

Fig. 6. Average PN emissions of the gasoline vehicles, measured by the three
different sampling systems during the WLTC, with indication of minimum and
maximum measured emissions.
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downstream the CVS, detecting particles > 10 nm. The emitted particles
by the Euro 4 and Euro 6 vehicles are very similar in their numbers.
What should be taken into account though is, that the measured Euro 4
vehicles had a significantly lower rated PDR (in average around 52 kW/
l) while the average measured Euro 6 vehicle had 85 kW/l. In Subsection
3.6 we focus on the influence of the rated power density of the engine on
the emitted particles.

1E+12

MPI
DI
Gasoline
Average

Euro 4

CVS>23nm

CVS>7nm

1E+10

Tail pipe >10nm

Fig. 9 shows a direct comparison of the PN emissions of the gasoline
vehicles, having separate averages for the vehicles with DI and MPI fuel
injection system, during the NEDC. In addition, the PN emissions of one
single CNG powered vehicle (with port fuel injection, i.e. no DI) are also
included. The sampling location was directly at the tail pipe and all
particles > 10 nm have been counted.
Clearly, the CNG vehicle has the lowest PN emissions, with over one
order of magnitude lower than the gasoline vehicles. On the other hand,
the differences among the two gasoline vehicle classes are rather small.
MPIs emit more particles in the first cycle part (ECE, including the cold
start and lower engine loads), while DIs have higher PN emissions than
MPIs in the second part, associated with higher engine loads. The
resulting entire NEDC PN emissions are very similar. This is rather
surprising, given the recent focus of literature and legislation on the PN
emissions of DI gasoline vehicles.
The higher PN emissions of the DIs in the cycle parts with higher
loads can be attributed to poor fuel air mixing as well as to increasing
build-up of liquid fuel films on cylinder walls and pistons. With
increasing load, the amount of fuel and the injection duration increase.
Therefore, a significant part of the fuel has to be injected in the late
stages of the intake stroke with decreasing time available for a complete
homogenization of the cylinder charge. In the previous study with Euro
4 vehicles, [2] DI PN emissions, of at least one order of magnitude,
higher in respect to the MPIs have been reported.
Fig. 10 shows the emitted PNs during the NEDC from the 2017 study
(Euro 4) [2] comparing them to the recent results for DIs and MPIs (Euro
6) at different sampling locations.
DI gasoline PN emissions are significantly lower regarding Euro 6
vehicles in respect to the Euro 4 DI gasoline engines. For MPIs, the
corresponding results of the Euro 6 vehicle measurements (CVS > 10
nm) indicate an increase of the average emissions, but stay in total in the

CVS>10nm

1E+11

3.4. Influence of the gasoline injection system on PN emissions,
comparison to a CNG vehicle

Euro 6

Fig. 10. Comparison of NEDC PN emissions of Euro 4 [2] and Euro 6 gasoline
vehicles with different fuel injection systems, with indication of minimum and
maximum measured emissions of each vehicle class.

same range, compared to the Euro 4 results.
3.5. Relevance of a cold start for PN emissions
The amount of cold start emissions can be evaluated with the IUFC.
Fig. 11 shows the PN emission of the three repetitions and the total
average emissions of the IUFC at 23 ◦ C. Within this experiment, the
particles > 10 nm and > 23 nm were detected at the tailpipe and
downstream the CVS respectively. The IUFC is suitable in order to
demonstrate the influence of the engines warm-up on the emissions.
The emissions of both, DIs and MPIs, during the first sequence are
significantly higher than the emissions of the second or third part. The
PNs are in average twelve times higher in the first sequence (e.g. at the
tailpipe, > 10 nm: 5.46 × 1012 /km), than in the second and roughly in
the third (e.g. at the tailpipe, > 10 nm: part 2: 6.05 × 1011 /km; part 3:
4.71 × 1011 /km).
Between the second and third IUFC sequence, the decrease of the PN

1E+13

1E+12
1E+12

1E+11

CNG

Gas.
ECE

CNG

Gas.

EUDC

CNG

Gas.

1
MPI Average

NEDC

Fig. 9. PN (>10 nm) emissions, detected at the tailpipe, of the six gasoline
vehicles and one CNG vehicle during the NEDC, with indication of minimum
and maximum measured emissions of each vehicle class.

2
DI Average

CVS>23nm

CVS>10nm

Tail pipe>10nm

CVS>23nm

DI

CVS>10nm

PFI MPI

Tail pipe>10nm

DI

CVS>23nm

PFI MPI

CVS>10nm

DI

Tail pipe>10nm

PFI MPI

CVS>23nm

1E+9

CVS>10nm

1E+10

1E+10

Tail pipe>10nm

1E+11

3
Total
Gasoline Average

Fig. 11. IUFC phases (1, 2, 3) and total cycle average PN emissions, measured
with the three sampling systems, with indication of minimum and maximum
measured emissions of each vehicle class.
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emissions is modest, for DIs and MPIs. The differences among the
measuring sites are similar as previously discussed (Sections 3.1 and
3.2). While the emissions at the tailpipe are the lowest, the ones after the
CVS with sizes > 10 nm are higher than emissions of particles > 23 nm
(after the CVS).
The influence of the different injection system is more clearly pro
nounced in the IUFC. For cold starts, the MPIs have higher or similar
emissions as the DIs. With warmer engines, MPIs emissions decrease
dramatically. This result is in line with the one discussed at Section 3.4,
with Fig. 9. An explanation for the high particle emissions of the MPIs
during the cold start are either increased tendency to form liquid films in
the engine ports and valves or active catalyst heating strategies that are
used in state of the art gasoline engines (or even both). Active catalyst
heating strategies are based on late ignition timing and cylinder scav
enging. Thus exploiting the positive pressure difference that occurs be
tween the intake and the exhaust channel during parts of the gas
exchange stroke, mainly when the piston is around the bottom dead
center [24]. Should the opening time of intake and exhaust valves
overlap, then fresh gas pushes the remaining burned gas out of the
cylinder to the exhaust channel. This is heating up the catalyst, while
giving an additional boost to the turbine. The disadvantage (apart from
the higher fuel consumption) of these strategies lies in the high partic
ulate emissions, predominantly generated by very slow late combustion
(because of the late ignition timing) taking place under very low tur
bulence levels. For counteracting and restricting particulate emissions,
some gasoline DIs use an additional, small, late fuel injection (enhancing
turbulence, mixing and combustion rates late in the cycle, [25,26]).

10 nm (black line). There is no reason to assume that the particle size
distribution later in time does not continue to have a high fraction of
small particles.
3.7. Influence of the rated engine power density on PN emissions
To compare the four different MPI vehicles, Fig. 14 shows the time
resolved particle emissions, as measured at the CVS during the first 800 s
of the NEDC. The particles > 23 nm are taken into consideration. The
high peaks in the beginning of the cycle are typical for acceleration
phases during the cold start. The trends of all four vehicles are compa
rable. The magnitudes of the peaks, however, differ significantly.
Interestingly, the highest peaks, as well as the highest integral value over
the entire cycle, (in respect to all the other MPIs) were from MPI vehicle
No. 4. The layout of the engine of this vehicle was the one following
most closely the current “downsizing” design imperatives, having small
displacement and only two cylinders. Downsizing of engines aims for
increased efficiency by reducing the engine displacement while in par
allel maintaining (rated) power at the levels of an engine of a larger size.
This can only be achieved by a matching turbocharger layout. The
turbocharger is capable of providing high levels of air to the engine
which allows also high levels of fuel amounts to be injected (all exam
ined engines rely on stoichiometric fuel air mixing). The engine
geometrical features (intake channels, valves, cylinders, pistons) cannot
be increased accordingly. Inevitably, liquid fuel films on channel, cyl
inder and piston surfaces increase, deteriorating fuel–air mixing and
increasing particle emissions. As a measure of the ”downsizing” degree
of an engine, the ratio of the rated PDR is usually considered. MPI
vehicle No. 4 had a ratio of about 90 kW/l, which is considered as suf
ficiently high for MPIs. Interestingly, MPI vehicle No. 3, having lower
but after all very similar particle emission characteristics, had a similar
rated PDR, but was equipped with a four cylinder engine, i.e. less
restricted surfaces. MPI vehicles No. 5 and 6 had much lower particle
emissions as well as much lower rated PDRs (75 and 55 kW/l
respectively).
Fig. 15 shows the time resolved particle emissions of the two DI
vehicles as measured at the CVS in the last approx. 400 s of the NEDC.
Here again particles > 23 nm are observed. Striking is, that the two
vehicles have strongly differing particle emission characteristics. Apart
from the acceleration phases, DI vehicle No. 2 displays significantly high
particle emissions during all high load periods. Interestingly, this was
the vehicle with an unusual high PDR, 111 kW/l. The engine layout is
therefore aiming to exceptional high performance for a racing type
street vehicle. DI vehicle No. 1 had a moderate rated PDR for DIs of 90
kW/l.
In addition to the injection type specific particle emission charac
teristics and in respect to Schreiber et al., it was observed that the engine
with the highest rated PDR was the highest PN emitter, by far [2]. In
parallel, the engine with the lowest rated PDR had the lowest particle
emissions. Fig. 16 displays the PN emissions during all relevant cycle
parts of all measured gasoline vehicles over the rated PDR (NEDC, top;
WLTC, bottom).

3.6. PN size distribution at cold starts
Fig. 12 and 13 show size distributions of the PNs emitted during the
cold start of the WLTC for one DI and one MPI gasoline vehicle
respectively. The measurement system is described in detail in Section
2.1. In the very beginning of the cold start, DI and MPI, engines emit
small and mid-sized particles only. After approx. the first 10 s, big
particles are dominant and the number of small particles decrease. After
roughly the first 20 s, the most particles are in the mid-size (25–70 nm)
class. The smallest particles (10.8–22 nm) are the second abundant class
while the bigger particles are one order of magnitude less. During the
following time of the test procedures, the total PN decreases and because
of the separation into three size classes, the PN is fractioned. This leads
to a PN lower than the measurement accuracy in each class and therefore
cannot be analyzed or shown.
The measurement accuracy of the system is around 4 × 109 /s
(dashed red line). Concentrations below this limit are also detectable,
but the results are not reliable and therefore have not been taken into
account. After the first 100 s of the driving cycle, the PN of each size
class, as well as the total, lies below this limit. Within roughly the first
50 s, the detection with the FMPS was feasible and delivered reliable
particle size distributions. In this stage, the sum of the particle size
classes, detected with the FMPS (violet line) resembles quite accurately
the total PN emissions, measured separately at the tailpipe with sizes >
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Fig. 12. PN size distribution of one DI gasoline vehicle during the cold start of a WLTC at 23 ◦ C, measured at the tailpipe.
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Fig. 13. PN size distribution of one MPI gasoline vehicle during the cold start of a WLTC at 23 ◦ C, measured at the tailpipe.
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Fig. 14. PN emissions (>23 nm) of four MPI vehicles during the first part of a NEDC at 23 ◦ C, measured at the CVS.

as a downsizing method on the PN emissions. Additional vehicle in
vestigations are necessary for verifying this hypothesis. Based on the
reasoning for the correlation of the particle emissions with the rated
PDR, offered further above, it can be expected that the correlation (with
modified coefficients) may hold for a large number of gasoline vehicles.
4. Conclusions
In this study, the particle number (PN) emissions of six typical gas
oline and one CNG powered vehicles, all homologated according to the
Euro 6b emissions limits, have been studied in detail. The general results
can be summarized as follows:
• The average PN emissions (particles >23 nm) of the gasoline vehicles
over the NEDC, measured as prescribed by the PMP protocol
downstream a CVS, is 5.5 × 1011 /km.
• The CNG vehicle measured, had significantly lower PNs of more than
one order of magnitude (3.5 × 1010 /km) compared to the gasoline
vehicles.
• Measuring all particles >10 nm in the same sampling position
(downstream the CVS), results in roughly doubling the emission
value.
• Measuring PNs directly at the tailpipe results in significantly lower
PN numbers (2.5 times lower), compared to the PNs at the CVS.
• The PN emissions during the WLTC, are roughly 1.6 times higher
than during the NEDC.
• The above conclusions concerning the NEDC hold similarly also for
the WLTC and other cycles.

Fig. 15. Time resolved particle emissions (>23 nm) of two DI gasoline vehicles
in the late part of the NEDC, measured at the CVS.

The PN emissions seem strongly correlated with the rated PDR in all
cycle parts with warm engines. These parts are EUDC in the NEDC
(Fig. 16, top) and “medium” and “high” in the WLTC (Fig. 16, bottom).
In these cycle phases, the particle emissions are exponentially propor
tional to the PDR with an exponent of about 0.05. The injection type
does not influence this correlation, as there are no significant differences
between MPI and DIs. In the range of high PDRs, the PN emissions can
deviate from the exponential function. In the cycle parts with a cold start
(ECE of NEDC and “low” part of WLTC), there is only a weak correlation
of the PN and the PDR. The exponential factors for these cycle parts are
0.005 (WLTC) and 0.04 (NEDC) and these are only reliable for lower
PDRs. These correlations in cold engine cycle parts between PDR and PN
emissions are currently not applicable because of the small sample group
and need to be examined furthermore. For the small survey group of six
vehicles, the dependencies in warm engine cycle parts are actually
existing and reliable. This shows a strong impact of increasing the PDR

PNs measured directly at the tailpipe have been always significantly
lower in respects to those at the CVS. The analysis of discrete cycle parts
with fuel cut-off phases shows, that the PNs at the CVS do not decline as
fast as those at the tailpipe, following the decline of the engine load. This
effect is stronger for PNs > 10 nm in respect to those for PNs > 23 nm. A
series of such observations raise the issue whether the CVS is a suitable
system and whether the artefacts introduced by it are too high for
8
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During cold starts, all examined vehicles emit at least one order of
magnitude more particles than during normal operation. In the first
seconds after a cold start, all measured vehicles emit predominantly
ultrafine and fine particles. Some 10 s later, the emissions of coarser
particles starts.
However, more, similar investigations are needed in order to verify
the conclusions of this work over a larger number of vehicles.
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